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Hotel Boutique Gar-Anat,
Www.hotelgaranat.com

G
ar-Anat, once a 17th Century palace - later a

pilgrim hospital, is a boutique hotel located in

the heart of Granada. After a comprehensive

refurbishment in 2008 the hotel now offers

charming comforts with modern amenities whilst retaining its

historic features and romanticised past.With rooms dedicated to

literary and artistic icons like Federico Garcia Lorca, Juan

Ramón Jiménez, Washington Irving, many have literature-

inspired imagery or poetic words painted on the walls. The

library lounge is stocked with poetry, literature and travel books

and complimentary tea and coffee is provided, along with a

laptop and free Wi-Fi. Balconied rooms are situated above an

Andalucian style courtyard with stone pillars, a fountain and a

quirky metal 'tree of wishes' for guests to leave their written

desires. Rooms have wooden beamed ceilings, wood flooring

and beautiful carved doors and window shutters. All rooms have

sound-proofed windows, TV, Wi-Fi and modern furniture.

Deluxe rooms have music docking, large bathrooms and jacuzzi

(Granada la Bella). The Tower Room “Leyenda de la Rosa de la

Alhambra”, accessed by its own staircase, has fantastic views to

the Antequeruela high and the Alhambra. The hotel's suite has

three historic balconies overlooking pretty San Matias street and

the Square of Pilgrims. The spacious room also contains a four

poster bed and an equally spacious bathroom, mini bar, Jacuzzi

and lounge chairs. All guests are offered a pillow menu to

individually adapt to your style of comfort! Breakfast is served

in a 13th Century vaulted cellar and offers a plentiful choice of

fresh produce. With the whole of Granada to explore on foot it

would be hard to find a better location with so much charm. Gar

-Anat is perfectly situated for exploring the Alhambra, San

Jeronimo Monestary, the Cathedral and lively Plaza Nuevo.

Gar-Anat Boutique Hotel
A UNIQUE BOUTIQUE HOTEL IN THE CENTER OF GRANADA
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